Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The main task of data mining is to derive valuable and representative patterns or knowledge from a dataset. Usually, a dataset is represented as a set of objects described by a set of attributes. In some clustering and classification problems, we treat attributes with equal importance. However, in real-world situations, different importance of attributes should be considered. There are various methods to analyze attribute importance from different perspectives, such as entropy based methods \[[@CR2], [@CR11]\], maximizing deviation methods \[[@CR17]\], and rough set based methods \[[@CR18]\].

Generally speaking, analysis of attribute importance can be categorized into two classes, data-oriented and user-oriented. For data-oriented methods, we care more about the inner data structure by different attributes, which is also called internal information based analysis. In contrast, user-oriented methods emphasize the preferential attitude of a user towards an attribute set, which is called external information based analysis.

Attribute importance analysis based on data-oriented research is an objective approach. Using statistics or information theory, data-oriented analysis focuses on predictive ability or objects distribution of different attributes. One good example is entropy based methods, whose basic idea is that attributes leading to more entropy reduction would have a higher predictive ability, therefore, they are considered to be relatively more important. Apart from the data-oriented approach, user-oriented attribute importance analysis is subjective. It underlines the user's preferential judgment towards a set of attributes. Most current studies only focus on the former one, and user-oriented analysis has not received its due attention. In fact, researches from both perspectives are meaningful. This paper concentrates on the user-oriented approach, as a part of integrated attribute importance analysis, this is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1.A framework of attribute importance analysis

The primary purpose of this paper is to provide a general framework and adopt concrete methods to analyze user-oriented attribute importance. The content of this paper is generally arranged into three parts, qualitative attribute importance analysis using binary relations, quantitative attribute importance analysis using the eigenvector method, and evaluation based analysis.

Three-Way Decision in Processing User-Oriented Attribute Importance {#Sec2}
===================================================================

Three-way decision theory, which was proposed by Yao \[[@CR20]\], aims at providing a unified framework for thinking, problem solving, and information processing in three. It provides us with a practical framework for modeling real-world problems. Three-way decision has been expanded in various fields and acquired fruitful results, for example, three-way conflict analysis \[[@CR9], [@CR22]\], three-way clustering \[[@CR1], [@CR16], [@CR25], [@CR28]\], three-way recommender systems \[[@CR5], [@CR26], [@CR27]\], three-way concept analysis \[[@CR14], [@CR21]\], three-way granular computing \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\], three-way face recognition \[[@CR10]\] etc.

To analyze user-oriented attribute importance, we utilize three-way decision theory as our basic framework. Three models, namely, the Trisecting-Acting-Outcome (TAO) model, the three-level computing model, and the evaluation based model, are used to analyze attribute importance. We conduct qualitative and quantitative analysis of the attribute importance as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

In qualitative analysis, we aim at ranking a set of attributes. The ranking is induced by considering the order relations of attribute pairs. We use TAO mode in three-way decision to model the structure and analyze attribute importance. We first compare and determine the relative importance of all attributes in pairs. Then, we trisect all these pairs into three classes, preferred, indifferent, and less preferred. Finally, by adopting a certain binary relation, we rank attributes in order.

In quantitative analysis, we utilize the eigenvector method to derive attributes' weights. It is reported that a drawback of the eigenvector method is when the number of objects is over 9, significant error could be introduced in the calculation \[[@CR15]\]. The three-level computing model is used to overcome this problem by building a three-level structure. And then, weights calculation is applied from top to bottom using the eigenvector method several times, so that we can derive a large number of attributes' weights without losing too much accuracy.

The results of qualitative and quantitative analysis are a ranking list and a set of numerical weights considering attributes' importance. For the purpose of understanding and representing these results in a more clear way, we further categorize attributes into three groups with different importance levels, three-way evaluation based model is used in this analysis.

Three-Way Qualitative User-Oriented Attribute Importance Analysis {#Sec3}
=================================================================

An important implication of binary relations is order relations, which is an intuitive notion ranking element against one another. For example, (*x*, *y*) is an ordered pair of two elements, we can determine order relations between *x* and *y*, which could be *x* is larger than *y*, *x* is worse than *y*, or *x* is a part of *y* considering different situations. In decision theory, order relations are commonly used in representing user preference, we write an order relation as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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User Preference and the Property of Trichotomy {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------

The theory of user preference, also named individual choice behavior, is widely studied in different user-oriented researches, such as information retrieval \[[@CR8], [@CR29]\], economics \[[@CR3]\], and social sciences \[[@CR6]\]. The idea of user preference theory can also be applied in qualitative attribute importance analysis and the property of trichotomy plays an essential role. Order relations having this property are suitable to model a user's preferential attitude towards a set of attributes.

In our daily lives, human beings are good at making a relative comparison between numbers, products, strategies, etc. In number theory, given two arbitrary real numbers *n* and *m*, it is easy for us to conclude that exactly one of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 1 {#FPar1}
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From the perspective of a decision maker, the goal of user preference related studies is to find optimal choice by analyzing the order relations among elements of a nonempty set, this primitive characteristic of a user is summarized as preference relation. The process of user preference theory can be viewed as to bring up rational axioms based on the decision maker's preference first, then analyzing a user's choice behavior based on preference \[[@CR3]\]. From the perspective of mathematics, we model a preference relation using the property of trichotomy and transitivity.

### Definition 2 {#FPar2}
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There are three kinds of order relations, namely linear orders, weak orders, and semiorders, which all equip the property of trichotomy and transitivity. In this paper, these three order relations are used in representing user preference for attribute importance analysis.

Modeling User Preference as a Linear Order {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------

Given an attribute set *At*, a linear order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 3 {#FPar3}
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### Example 1 {#FPar4}
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Modeling User Preference as a Weak Order {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------

Weak orders are widely used in representing user preference relations in different fields \[[@CR3], [@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR29]\]. Different from a linear order arranges elements in a chain, which is pretty strong in modeling real-world problems, a weak order allows ties in the ranking results. In other wolds, some attributes in a set could be considered as indifferent.

### Definition 4 {#FPar5}
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Modeling User Preference as a Semiorder {#Sec7}
---------------------------------------

Actually, an indifference relation does not necessarily be transitive. One good example is after reading three books, a reader might believe book *A* and *B* are equally good, so does book *B* and *C*, while he can tell that he prefers *A* to *C* based on his intuition. In other words, from an individual's preferential attitude, he can not distinguish the preference between *A* and *B*, and he also can not distinguish the preference between *B* and *C*, however, he can tell apart his preference between *A* and *C*. Luce \[[@CR12]\] introduced semiorders to model this kind of problems.

### Definition 5 {#FPar7}
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### Example 3 {#FPar8}
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Three-Way Quantitative User-Oriented Attribute Importance Analysis {#Sec8}
==================================================================

Mathematically, quantitative attribute importance analysis can be considered as a process of mapping each attribute to a numerical value,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {R}$$\end{document}$ is a real number set, and *w* is a mapping function that calculates or assigns a numerical value to each attribute. For an attribute $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a \in At, w(a)$$\end{document}$ represents its weight from the perspective of a user.

A Three-Level Structure {#Sec9}
-----------------------

To calculate or assign numerical weights for each attribute, this paper proposed two approaches. The first one is weights calculation using the eigenvector method, this is described in Sect. [4.2](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}. The second approach is weights assignment. To be more specific, we derive an importance scale with numerical weights using the eigenvector method first, and then each attribute will be compared with this scale to get its weight, this approach is described in Sect. [4.3](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}. Obviously, the eigenvector method plays an important role in both approaches, while, it has a drawback that not applicable in the situation when the number of objects is more than 9, because significant errors would be introduced in the calculation \[[@CR15]\]. To overcome this problem, we introduce the three-way decision theory. More explicitly, the problem is arranged into a three-level structure, then, we apply the eigenvector method for weights calculation from top to bottom. The three-level structure enables us to control the number of objects in weights calculation is no more than 9, so that we can use the eigenvector method to calculate weights without losing too much accuracy.

Three-Way Quantitative Attribute Weighting Method Based on Eigenvector Method {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The framework of the quantitative attribute weighting model is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Suppose we have an attribute set *At*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_{ij}$$\end{document}$ at the bottom level represents an attribute. By grouping attributes into different clusters concerning semantic meaning, we build a three-level structure.Fig. 3.The structure of the three-level attribute weighting method

Once we have this three-level structure, the calculation using the eigenvector method is applied from top to bottom as the second step. We calculate clusters' weights based on user preference, then, for each cluster, the weights of attributes within this cluster are calculated based on this cluster' weight.

Weights calculation using the eigenvector method is described as follows. Suppose an attribute set *At* has been grouped it into *n* clusters, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 6 {#FPar9}

A comparison matrix *M* is a square matrix of order *n*, whose elements are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\mathrm{Positive:}\;\; \forall i,j< n, m_{ij} > 0, \nonumber \\&\mathrm{Reciprocal:} \;\; \forall i,j < n, m_{ij} = 1/m_{ji}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

A comparison matrix *M* is in the form like below, and in a perfect situation, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{ij}$$\end{document}$ should exactly be the weights ratio of a cluster $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} M = \begin{pmatrix} m_{11} &{} m_{12} &{} \cdots &{} m_{1n} \\ m_{21} &{} m_{22} &{} \cdots &{} m_{2n} \\ \vdots &{} \vdots &{} \ddots &{} \vdots \\ m_{n1} &{} m_{n2} &{} \cdots &{} m_{nn} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} w_{1}/w_{1} &{} w_{1}/w_{2} &{} \cdots &{} w_{1}/w_{n} \\ w_{2}/w_{1} &{} w_{2}/w_{2} &{} \cdots &{} w_{2}/w_{n} \\ \vdots &{} \vdots &{} \ddots &{} \vdots \\ w_{n}/w_{1} &{} w_{n}/w_{2} &{} \cdots &{} w_{n}/w_{n} \\ \end{pmatrix} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In a real situation, the values of elements in a comparison matrix is given by a user based on his or her preference. For the purpose of determining two clusters' weight ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_1/w_2$$\end{document}$ precisely, we utilize the 9-points rating scale proposed by Saaty \[[@CR15]\], see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1.The Saaty's 9-points rating scale \[[@CR15]\]Intensity of importanceDefinitionExplanation1Equal importanceTwo activities contribute equally to the objective3Weak importance of one over anotherExperience and judgment slightly favor one activity over another5Essential or strong importanceExperience and judgment strongly favor one activity over another7Demonstrated importanceAn activity is strongly favored and its dominance demonstrated in practice9Absolute importanceThe evidence favoring one activity over another is of the highest possible order of affirmation2, 4, 6, 8Intermediate values between the two adjacent judgmentsWhen compromise is needed

In Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, we can learn that the value 1 means two clusters are equally important. For an arbitrary cluster, it should be equally important with itself, thus in a comparison matrix, the value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{ii}$$\end{document}$ of the main diagonal must be 1. Besides, for two clusters *a* and *b*, if *a* is preferred than *b*, the weight ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_a/w_b$$\end{document}$ should be greater than 1, otherwise, it should be equal or less than 1.

Under ideal conditions, we can get the matrix equation as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} Mw = \begin{pmatrix} w_{1}/w_{1} &{} w_{1}/w_{2} &{} \cdots &{} w_{1}/w_{n} \\ w_{2}/w_{1} &{} w_{2}/w_{2} &{} \cdots &{} w_{2}/w_{n} \\ \vdots &{} \vdots &{} \ddots &{} \vdots \\ w_{n}/w_{1} &{} w_{n}/w_{2} &{} \cdots &{} w_{n}/w_{n} \\ \end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix} w_{1} \\ w_{2} \\ \vdots \\ w_{n} \\ \end{pmatrix} =nw, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where *M* is multiplied on the left by the vector of weights *w*, and the result of this multiplication is *nw*. The problem we are dealing with has been transformed into solving $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda _{max} = n$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR15]\]. However, elements in a comparison matrix are personal judgments which are estimated by a user and inconsistency is inevitable. Under this circumstance, perturbations in the matrix imply perturbations in the eigenvalues. Now, we need to solve a new problem:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w'$$\end{document}$ represents *w*. Consistency ratio C.R. is used to determine whether an inconsistency is acceptable:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{C.R.}= \frac{\lambda _{max} -n}{(n-1) \times \mathrm {R.I.}}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where R.I. is an average random consistency index, see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. These indexes are derived from a sample of randomly generated reciprocal matrices using 9-point rating scale \[[@CR15]\].Table 2.Average random consistency index (R.I.)*n*12345678910R.I000.520.891.111.251.351.401.451.49
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {C.R.} < 10\%$$\end{document}$, eigenvector *w* can be used as weights of clusters, else, the comparison matrix is need to be revised until $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {C.R.} < 10\%$$\end{document}$.

### Example 4 {#FPar10}

Suppose we have an attribute set *At* which has been categorized into six clusters, that is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$At = \{A_1,A_2,A_3,A_4,A_5,A_6\}$$\end{document}$. A comparison matrix has been built based on a user's judgment, the process of weights calculation is shown as follows (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}):Table 3.Weights calculation of six clusters$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w = (0.140, 0.041, 0.290,0.038,0.071,0.420).$$\end{document}$$

Once we have clusters' weights, we use them the as a basic and calculate the weights of attributes in each cluster using the same idea. Then, we normalize the weights of attributes by dividing by their cluster' weights. Finally, we can derive weights of all attributes.

A Quantitative Attribute Weighting Method Using an Importance Scale {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

It is a straightforward way for a user to directly assign numerical values for attributes as their weights based on his or her preferential attitude. However, when the number of attribute is large, a fluctuated performance in judgment is inevitable, and this causes low accuracy in the result. Considering this situation, an importance scale is used to overcome this problem \[[@CR15]\].

The process of attribute weighting method using an importance scale can be described as the following three steps. First, from a user's perspective, intensities of preferential degree of attributes are categorized into different levels, like: significantly important, very important, moderately important, weakly important, not important. Next, using the eigenvector method described in Sect. [4.2](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}, we can derive weights for each intensity degree. When the number of intensity degrees is over 9, a three-level structure is a necessity. By doing this, we build an importance scale to assist our judgment. Finally, attributes are compared with this scale to determine their weights.

### Example 5 {#FPar11}

Suppose we set five intensities of preferential degree, which are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since consistency checking is satisfied, an importance scale is built using these intensities' weights. Then, we compare attributes with this scale one by one, different weights will be assigned to different attributes from the perspective of a user.

Three-Way Evaluation Based Attribute Importance Analysis {#Sec12}
========================================================

Dividing the universe into three regions and applying different strategies separately are the main idea of the three-way decision \[[@CR23]\]. In qualitative or quantitative attribute importance analysis, the result we get is a ranking list or a set of numerical weights, they are meaningful but relatively impractical for a user to make a decision. In this section, these results will be processed and categorized into three pair-wise disjoint classes with different importance levels, which are high importance, median importance, and low importance. In the rest of this paper, We use *H*, *M* and *L* to represent these three classes. The reason we select three as the number of classes is that human cognition and problem solving rely on such a three-way division, which enables us turns complexity into simplicity in many situations \[[@CR24]\].

Trisecting an Attribute Set Based on Percentiles {#Sec13}
------------------------------------------------
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There are several ways to transform the qualitative and quantitative results in a linear order. The first one is topological sorting, whose basic idea is an element will not appear in a ranking list until all elements preferred than this element have been listed \[[@CR7]\]. By using a topological sorting, we can get a ranking list in descending order. Another way is using an evaluation function to transform the results of qualitative and quantitative analysis into a set of attributes' evaluation status values (ESVs). The ESV of attribute *a* can be defined as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta n/100$$\end{document}$ may not be integers \[[@CR23]\].

Based on the descending ranking list and a pair of thresholds, three regions *H*, *M* and *L* can be constructed. Attributes in *H* region have high importance, attributes in *M* region are with median importance and attributes in *L* region have low importance.

Trisecting an Attribute Set Based on a Statistical Method {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------------------

Yao and Gao \[[@CR23]\] discussed the process of constructing and interpreting three regions from a statistical view. Mean and standard deviation are useful statistical tools for analyzing numerical values, which are applicable to the results of quantitative user-oriented attribute importance analysis. Suppose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec15}
===========

Attribute importance analysis includes two perspectives: data-oriented and user-oriented. Using the three-way decision as a framework, we propose a unified model for user-oriented attribute importance analysis which consists of three parts, quantitative analysis, quantitative analysis, and evaluation based analysis. In the qualitative analysis, by using binary relations and the TAO model, we rank attributes considering their importance. In quantitative analysis, the three-level computing model is adopted, numerical weights are assigned to attributes using the eigenvector method. Finally, we trisect the results of qualitative and quantitative analysis into three classes of different importance in advance.
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